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sail mounting
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nol 98 Arctic snow guts
weather knot essen
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June vast fragile in a life
sail cycle mounting
materialism climate forn av-hax
nol primacy 98 Arctic snow guts
mutable weather knot essen
alreach biological but thern pristin



June vast sitting in a window
fragile in an intestine with a church
a life sitting in a window
sail cycle an intestine with a church
mounting sitting in a window
materialism climate an intestine with a church
forn av-hax sitting in a window
nol primacy an intestine with a church
98 Arctic sitting in a window
snow guts an intestine with a church
mutable weather sitting in a window
knot essene an intestine with a church
alreach biological sitting in a window
but thern an intestine with a church
pristink sitting in a window
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a life sitting in
a window ail bail daily
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sail cycle an intestine with
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mounting sitting in a
window absorbed eventually materialism climate
an intestine with a
church frame in
scope forn
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sitting in
a window ourselves
public knoll primacy an
intestine with a church privile



beehives 98 Arctic sitting
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encounters struggles
snow
guts an
intestine with a
church femur together mutable
weather sitting in a window
feathered projects knot essene
an intestine with
a church
existential
roles alreach
biological sitting in
a window intimations limited
but thern an intestine with
a church municipal psyche
pristink sitting in
a window
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interiority wire zones swimming pools
between diamonds substantial
epistemological siren
with, the anthem,
with the hovering beans
porch poach spy-turnip parched
peach perch preaching pinch,
whiclb, the bionic secrets secrete mulberry
worb, the th attem, unforgettable
tempting numbing
video rambling vulture scuplture
rooted in rumbling
genre lore mumbling golden sands
vocabular last August spider.

bodies wire zones swimming pools
speak diamonds substantial
modulations siren
spark the anthem,
manage the hovering beans
perks poach spy-turnip parched
pounce perch preaching pinch,
nostalgia the bionic secrets secrete mulberry
crystallized the th attem, unforgettable
hominid numbing
infinitesimal rambling vulture scuplture
biocomputers in rumbling
oscillating lore mumbling golden sands
disembodied last August spider.

bodies wire zones swimming saloon
speak diamonds digital
modulations screeching
spark the lounge
manage the hovering editions



perks poach spy-turnip clover
pounce perch preaching seamless
nostalgia the bionic secrets secrete remedies
crystallized the th attem, ongoing
hominid dilemma
infinitesimal rambling vulture curiosity
biocomputers in steak knife
oscillating lore mumbling golden orange
disembodied last August specimen.

E. M. Cioran -- "What I know at sixty, I knew as well at twenty. Forty years of a long, a
superfluous, labor of verification."

pounce perch preaching seamless
nostalgia the bionic secrets se
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th attem, ongoing modulations s
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ge the hovering editi ons perks
poach spy-turnip clover hominid
dilemma disembodied last August
specimen bodies wire zones swim
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chooses attem, ongoing modulations
simplifications spark the lounge
cooperative the hovering editions
pluralities spy-turnip clover
capital remedies crystallized
glue disembodied last
excluded bodies wire zones
mantra the bionic secrets sea
mining saloon biocomputers in
communal knife oscillating lore
antagonistic golden orange speak
dismissal digital infinitesimal
intentional vulture curiosity pounce
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attem, ongoing modulations
spark the lounge
golden orange speak
digital infinitesimal
the hovering editions
disembodied last
bodies wire zones
spy-turnip clover
remedies crystallized
the bionic secrets sea
saloon biocomputers in
knife oscillating lore
vulture curiosity pounce
perch preaching seamless



Why do the bourgeois, propelled into greater and greater wealth by faster and faster production
of waste, find trash so distasteful? Perhaps in the uselessness of trash they sense the potential
of life outside the market’s purview, one lived unproductively and for itself. Maybe it reflects back
to them their ultimate disposability, the mortality no wealth can fix. Or maybe they see in it the
shadow of the riotous populations they’d just as soon forget their wealth is built upon. --The New
Inquiry, editors' note to TRASH, Vol. 40
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dominant editions bodies
shaped hands wire zoom
domains clean lines
objects spy-turnip close
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manufacturing impact wealth ongoing
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the logical world
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experimental narrative factories and archon
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or years photograppler beyond
ingranted to take a hat
the seriality fluorescent, iconic.
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the polished focus servers
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Newtonian alumnus disaster
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ahem would humid aluminum hum,
a wound around his tally.
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language describe its beehive
indegoattic actuall-concave
by which it meanings tooth
are televised wherever
the concrete presents in loops,
a couple of unwritten
exchanges over-easy,
from beyond the foamrubber boats,
vast and imbricate.

is spelling disquiet
episte
upon thiir river.

zoologif abstrake
we own, here, a
hologram by the river,
and the FM station
nearby, leftofthedial,
invited us to
Fort Collins, where
the fingerprints
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trajectory-plus leve
expe-foo
who leadirt
they interdisciplinarity
against the pasts.
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interacti trajesso dire worl.
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territorialized aluminum fictions
fishing unmarked
windhover corrective.
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pollen. research planet now
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John M. Bennett shared a post to your timeline.

3 hrs ·
John M. Bennett
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clean the ling uist sock boudin

Found, mostly, in Jim Leftwich,
Six Months Aint No Sentence, Book 117, 2015;
& Raymond Queneau, Cent mille milliards de
poèmes, 1961.

Unlike · Comment · Share

You and Paul Lambert like this.
Jim Leftwich google translate says:
if the bell is silent,
highlight the road
Like · Reply · 1 · 1 hr
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De Villo Sloan
May 22 · Edited ·

A page of work by John M. Bennett in "MaLLife #16" (Winter 1988 - Mike Miskowski editor -
Seattle, Washington). The light blue section is a TLP (Tacky Little Pamphlet) stapled into the
zine and titled "Snake Girls." Note asemic-like material.
Unlike · Comment · Stop Notifications · Share

You, John M. Bennett, De Villo Sloan, Jake Berry and5 others like this.
1 share
Jim Leftwich by "asemic-like" do you mean "handwritten"? just curious, as ever...
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 12:17am
De Villo Sloan Jim Leftwich - I added some pages from "Snake Girls" in a new post for further
scrutiny. I think we're dealing w/ calligraphy here rather than asemics - the distortion is very
intense w/ some of those letters, tho.
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 7:02am · Edited
Jim Leftwich thanks, de villo. the intention here is more polysemic than asemic, i think, and in
any case the term "asemic" was not in use in 1988.
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 12:23pm
Jim Leftwich the calligraphic distortion forces the reader to slow down and consider multiple
meanings. this is one of the effects of all poetry, that it makes the reader read more slowly than
would be the case with for example a paragraph on the front page of a newspaper. there isn't
any question of whether nor not the writing has semantic content. it clearly does.
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 1:12pm
De Villo Sloan I was in error to use the "a"[semic] word in relation to this work by JMB. "Snake
Girls" and other related handwriting in the piece from MaLLife have semantic content.
Unlike · Reply · 1 ·
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Michael Perelman, The Invention of Capitalism (2000)
Primitive accumulation cut through traditional lifeways like scissors. The first blade served to
undermine the ability of people to provide for themselves. The other blade was a system of
stern measures required to keep people from finding alternative survival strategies outside the
system of wage labor. A host of oftentimes brutal laws designed to undermine whatever
resistance people maintained against the demands of wage labor accompanied the
dispossession of the peasants’ rights, even before capitalism had become a significant
economic force.
For example, beginning with the Tudors, England enacted a series of stern measures to prevent
peasants from drifting into vagrancy or falling back onto welfare systems. According to a 1572
statute, beggars over the age of fourteen were to be severely flogged and branded with a
red-hot iron on the left ear unless someone was willing to take them into service for two years.
Repeat offenders over eighteen were to be executed unless someone would take them into
service. Third offenses automatically resulted in execution (Marx 1977, 896ff.; Marx 1974, 736;
Mantoux 1961, 432). Similar statutes appeared almost simultaneously during the early sixteenth
century in England, the Low Countries, and Zurich (LeRoy Ladurie 1974, 137). Eventually, the
majority of workers, lacking any alternative, had little choice but to work for wages at something
close to subsistence level.
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Moan Lisa

Yesterday at 7:32am ·

And speaking of things being [not] for sale, I'm supposed to come up with a base price to sell all
works at the show for. They will all be priced the same, but I have no idea what to price them....

Like · Comment · Share

Lynn Britton Radford, Tomoe Nakamura and 2 others like this.



Lynn Britton Radford $0.00?
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 9:13am
Moan Lisa I don't think the gallery would buy into that.$$
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 9:15am
Lynn Britton Radford $100.00?
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 9:20am
Lynn Britton Radford I mean, who would pay $100.00 for a piece of mail art?
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 9:20am
Moan Lisa I don't think there will be much if any sales, but regardless I need to figure out a price
for them.
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 9:31am
Moan Lisa I'm thinking somewhere between $10 and $30 right now.
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 9:33am
Julie Jefferies Just got here...what are you selling?
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 12:41pm
Moan Lisa MAIL ART!
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 12:41pm
Moan Lisa http://moanlisa.org/2015/05/02/mail-art-call/
Mail Art Call – The History of Mail Art — Moan Lisa
Mail Art Call – The History of Mail Art A call for works...
MOANLISA.ORG
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 12:42pm
Moan Lisa And yes, I understand it's breaking one of the unwritten rules of mail art but it is the
only way they'd let me do a show there.
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 12:42pm
Julie Jefferies Oh. Mailed art.
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 12:43pm
Jim Leftwich how about $300 million per postcard? maybe the State of Qatar will buy all of
them.
Like · Reply · 2 · Yesterday at 1:27pm
Moan Lisa Then we'd all be rich and could just take a plane instead of sending a postcard if we
want to correspond.
Unlike · Reply · 3 · Yesterday at 1:28pm
Sinclair Scripa 12
Like · Reply · 1 · Yesterday at 2:59pm
Moan Lisa Why 12?
Like · Reply · Yesterday at 3:23pm
Scott Hatt $10.00
Like · Reply · 2 · 17 hrs
Scott Hatt Who can't afford that?
Like · Reply · 2 · 17 hrs
Sparkle Brown How much% does the gallery demand?
Like · Reply · 1 · 16 hrs



Moan Lisa Half
Like · Reply · 14 hrs
Tomoe Nakamura Many galleries in Japan don't even put a price tag... or they don't care if they
sell or not but they take rental... 😕

I put price that already add their % so that I don't feel losing...
Like · Reply · 1 · 13 hrs
Jesse Jesarchives Edwards what Jim Leftwich said . . . . i am booking my flight to Qatar for the
opening . . . . . i hear that the princess is very friendly . . . . .
Unlike · Reply · 2 · 5 hrs
Jim Leftwich if you sell anything you should give the money to Richard Prince
Like · Reply · 1 · 1 hr
Moan Lisa I've already laid out the rules of the game, half to the gallery the other half to the
artist, assuming they leave a way to track down who created the art which several people have
not.
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Jim Leftwich ok, if Richard Prince doesn't want the money i suppose the mail artists may as well
take it
Like · Reply · 1 hr
Moan Lisa I really don't think there's going to be all that much interest in buying them.
Like · Reply ·

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||

Jim Andrews

20 hrs ·

Here's a slidvid of some dbCinema work I did today and yesterday with images by the amazing
visual poets Jim Leftwich, Andrew Topel, and Bill Bissett. The images are 1920x1080 pixels,
though they size to your screen size. I made the images with dbCinema, a piece of software I
wrote; it's a graphic synthesizer and langu(im)age processor.
http://vispo.com/dbcinema/leftwich2/index.htm?n=1



Leftwich+Topel+bissett
dbCinemation of three of my fave visual poets.
VISPO.COM|BY JIM ANDREWS
Unlike · Comment · Share

You, Christopher Funkhouser and 2 others like this.
Jim Leftwich thanks, Jim, this is really nice
Like · Reply · 1 · 20 hrs
Jim Andrews I've been looking at your images, Jim,
athttps://flickr.com/photos/textimagepoetry/albums . That's an amazing compendium of visual
writing.
jim leftwich’s albums | Flickr - Photo Sharing!
FLICKR.COM
Like · Reply · 19 hrs
Jim Leftwich thanks again, Jim -- lots of folks have work at that site. i've been building it for 10
years (almost exactly 10 years).
Like · Reply · 1 · 19 hrs
Jim Andrews Congrats. How many images do you think are on that site?
Like · Reply · 18 hrs
Jim Leftwich 115 thousand
Like · Reply · 1 · 18 hrs
Jim Andrews Are all the "Pansemic Playground" images yours, Jim? Why that title?
Like · Reply · 16 hrs
Jim Leftwich
probably a little less than half of the pansemic playhouse images are mine. the rest are almost
all by bill beamer. as for the title, pansemic is meant as a counter to asemic (as in an excess of
meanings, everywhere all the time), and playhouse was originally intended to suggest
something performative and event-based -- as an extension of the collab fests which had
happened every other wednesday here in roanoke for the three years prior to the first
playhouse. the event-based aspect has almost disappeared. what remains is a kind of
collaboration or maybe conversation between bill beamer and myself. he sends images almost
every day. i add my own and post the sets when i can.
Like · Reply · 15 hrs
Jim Andrews I like "pansemic" as a counter to "asemic". You post your own and Billi's in the
"Pansemic Playground" sets, I take it, then. And other people ask you to post theirs, or you ask
them? Lots of works by other people, as you say. How does that work?
Like · Reply · 14 hrs
Jim Leftwich
i get some mail art pieces, and some visual poems from time to time and sometimes i include
them in the playhouse sets. i used to be very active in the network(s) and i would scan and post
everything i received. that's how the mail artists and visual poets sets came to be. tom cassidy
emailed some collages recently and i included those in the playhouse, and i also added them to



his set, but mostly what i do with the flickr account these days is bill and myself for the
playhouse, and every now and then a series of visual works of my own. if you look at all of the
sets you'll see at the top one of my visual writings from this year, followed by three sets of
collaborations with john bennett from the past few years. i've never kept any kind of count but
my estimate is that john and i have done a few thousand collaborations over the past 20 years
or so.
Like · Reply · 13 hrs
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